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ABSTRACT 
This study involves visualization of the flow through louvered fins Jor automotive 
heat exchangers. Stereolithography scale models (10.5: 1) of the louvered fins are used 
with dye-in-water injection to observe the flow. Flow dependency on Reynolds number 
as well as geometrical parameters such as fin pitch, louver pitch, and louver angle are 
reported in terms offlow efficiency (degree offlow alignment with louvers). Experiments 
are reported for Reynolds numbers from 50 to 500--primarily in the laminar flow regime. 
In agreement with prior work, a transition from louver-directed to duct-directed flow was 
observed at low Reynolds numbers. Other flow phenomena such vortex shedding and the 
onset of turbulence are also noted. Guidelines for model size and dye injection point are 
also proposed to minimize test section wall effects and properly model louvered-fin bulk 
flow behavior. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Roman Symbols: 
An- Test section cross-sectional area, mm2 
APD Absolute per cent deviation 
Ao Open cross-sectional area of mode~ mm2 
D Ideal transverse distance traveled, mm 
F Fanning friction factor 
Fp Fin pitch, mm 
F/Lg Fin pitch-to-louver gap ratio 
Fp/Lp Fin pitch-to-louver pitch ratio 
GrL Grashofnumber, (= gL3L\p/v2p) 
I Injection distance (measured from test section wall), mm 
IL Transverse streamline position at lead-in louver, mm 
L Characteristic length, mm 
Lg Louver gap, (= Lpsin8-th), mm 
Lv Flow length for velocity measurements, mm 
Lr Fin length in flow direction, mm 
Lp Louver pitch, mm 
n number of fins 
N Actual transverse distance traveled, mm 
Recrit Critical Reynolds number, (l1~l1QO where RCLp > Recrit) 
Reduct Reynolds number based test section duct Dduct, (= V frDduct/v) 
RCLp Reynolds number based on Lp, (= VfrLplva) 
S Lead-in louver horizontal length, mm 
St Stanton number (= h/pep Vfr) 
t Time, seconds 
th Fin thickness, mm 
T Temperature, degrees Celsius 
TL Transverse streamline position at tum-around louver, mm 
v 
Ui Uncertainty in parameter i 
Vii" Freestream water velocity, mmls 
Greek Symbols: 
a Mean flow angle, degrees 
XI Lower waIl injection distance-to-actual travel (lIN) 
Xu Upper wall injection distance-to-actual travel (lIN) 
11 Flow efficiency, % 
1lac Flow efficiency as defined by Achaichia and Cowell, % (= a / 8) 
1l~ Flow efficiency as defined by Webb and Trauger, % (= N / D) 
11", Asymptotic flow efficiency, % 
v Kinematic viscosity, mm2/s 
8 Louver angle, degrees 
p Density, kg/m3 
(j Area contraction ratio, (= ~ / Atr) 
Ss Model span-to-actual travel ratio, (nFpI'N) 
~ Model span-to-ideal travel ratio, (nFp/D) 
VI 
CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction and Background 
The space and mass constraints imposed by the transportation industry demand the 
use of compact finned heat exchangers to meet various cooling duty requirements. 
Louvered-fin geometries have been a popular technique to augment fin heat transfer in 
compact heat exchangers, such as shown in Figure 1.1. While it is clear that louvers 
provide benefits in terms of increased cooling capacity, the flow mechanisms responSlole 
for louver performance are still not compl~ely understood. 
Several theories to explain louvered-fin flow behavior have been proposed. Some 
investigators contend that louvers simply serve as flow turbulators, disturbing the airflow 
path and thereby increasing fluid mixing. Others believe louvers align the airflow in the 
louver direction creating a series of miniature flat plates with heat transfer typical of flat 
plate boundary layers. The complexity of the flow and the difficulty in constructing a 
large array of test samples has limited louvered-fin flow modeling efforts. The highly 
competitive nature of the transportation industry has also made it difficult to obtain this 
information from the open literature. 
Davenport [1] performed an early and important study of louvered-fin 
performance. He conducted smoke filament visualization and velocity profile 
measurements on scale models of triangular louvered fins. He also tested thirty-two ful1-
scale heat exchangers where the louver and fin geometries were systematically varied. 
Using these data, he developed an empirical correlation for heat transfer and pressure drop 
based on these parameters. Davenport's 4: 1 models consisted of 21 triangular "ducts" (or 
22 fins) with eight fu11louvers per bank. The models covered a Fp/Lp range from 0.84 to 
1.25, and a louver angle range of 13-22°. Experiments were conducted at an Rer.p of370 
and 795. He noted that the mean flow angle increased with flow velocity, particularly on 
the model with the largest fin pitch. He also noted the flow angle was greater for the 
smaller fin pitches, and the mean angle for the upstream louver bank was greater than for 
the downstream bank. He theorized that the flow angle dependency on Rer.p and fin 
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Figure 1.1 - Section through typical louvered-fin showing key geometrical parameters. 
geometry was a result of boundary layer growth on the louvers. At low flow rates, the 
boundary layer on each louver is thick, severely restricting flow within the gap between 
louvers. Flow then prefers the more open "duct" path between louver banks and the 
majority of the flow bypasses the louvers altogether. The boundary layer thins as the flow 
velocity increases and the flow begins to follow the louvers (see Figure 1.2). 
Davenport measured the flow velocity and turbulence intensity in three dimensions 
within the louver array using hot wire anemometry. He observed the flow at the triangular 
base of the fin was nearly two times that over the louvers, with a higher degree of 
turbulence outside the wakes of the louvers, as shown in Figure 1.3. The degree oflouver 
bypass flow was proportional to the louver length-to-fin height ratio. Axial velocity 
measurements revealed developing flow for the first few louvers of each bank, with a 
larger developing region downstream of the turnaround where the flow is re-directed, (see 
Figure 1.4). Flow near the first louver downstream of the turnaround seemed nearly 
stagnant, whereas the next louver experienced a significant velocity peak as the flow 
turned; eventually, the flow stabilized by the 4-5th downstream louver. 
Davenport reported heat exchanger correlations in terms of the Stanton number 
and Fanning friction factor versus Reynolds number. For both St and t: he noted a distinct 
change in slope at higher Rer.p--he attributed this change in slope to the transition from 
duct to louver-directed flow. At higher Reynolds numbers the heat exchanger behavior 
nearly follows the Pohlhausen and Blasius predictions for flat plate flow; the correlation 
equations in this range show a strong dependency on louver pitch, louver length, and 
louver height. Davenport speculated that the louver gap may be of greater importance 
than louver height (angle) or pitch individually. Since fin pitch was varied on only two of 
32 samples, its significance could not be assessed. 
Tura [2] studied the effect of louver angle and flow reversal length on louvered-fin 
performance. He used an innovative phase change paint technique on 4: I model triangular 
fins to determine heat transfer coefficient of each individual louver. The results showed a 
high heat transfer coefficient at the leading edge of each louver, typical to flat-plate 
boundary layer flow, as shown in Figure 1.5. The testing also clearly showed developing 
flow at the first few louvers and degraded performance in the region of the flow reversal. 
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Figure 1.2 - Duct vs. louver-directed flow behavior. 
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Figure 1.4 - Velocity and turbulence intensity profile across the length of 4: 1 scale louvered-fin [1]. 
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Figure 1.5 - Heat transfer coefficient measured on louvered-fins using phase change spray paint [2]. 
Note the high heat transfer at louver leading edge and developing flow at first few louvers 
in each bank. 
TUfa conducted dye-streak flow visualization using rectangular and triangular louvered-fin 
models, but his visualization studies focused on turbulent flow--velocities much higher 
than expected in automotive applications. The 10:1 rectangular fin model c~nsisted offive 
fins with seven louvers per bank--only the upstream half of the fin was modeled. The 
Fp/Lp ratio was 1.17 and the louver angle was 15°. TUfa noted vortex shedding from the 
lead-in louver for Rer.p = 1400 and 3700, characterizing the flow as unsteady laminar and 
turbulent respectively. At Rer.p= 800, the flow appeared laminar and no vortex shedding 
was noted. TUfa used LDA to determine flow velocities within the rectangular fin model 
for Rer.p= 3900. The 4: 1 triangular fin models consisted of 22 fins with 12 louvers per 
bank. The models had a Fp/Lp of2.5, a 30° louver angle, and reversal lengths of 0 and 24 
mm. The flow visualized at Rer.p= 700 showed behavior similar to the rectangular fin 
model with vortex shedding at the inlet of the louver array and substantial recirculation in 
the first two louvers; Tura characterized the flow as unsteady laminar. At Rer.p = 160, 
TUfa noted a reduction in flow angle and the disappearance of vortices. TUfa concluded 
the flow behavior in triangular and rectangular fins was similar. 
Tura also conducted full scale heat exchanger testing which showed a strong 
dependence on louver angle but no significant impact of flow reversal length. In 
agreement with Davenport, he noted a distinct fall off in louvered-fin performance for 
Rer.p < 270. TUfa attnouted the louvered-fin performance degradation to a transition from 
forced to free convection at the lower flow velocities. He recommended the optimal 
louver design should maximize the number of louvers and minimize both the length and 
number of flow reversals. 
Achaichia and Cowell [3] used numerical methods to predict the mean flow angle 
of louvered fins. Their model is based on steady, two-dimensional flow into and out of a 
louver in the fully developed periodic region. The technique predicts an asymptotic mean 
flow angle (less than the louver angle) at large Ret.p and a rapid fall off in the flow angle 
for Rer.p < 100, see Figure 1.6. Flow angle drop off is more rapid as Fp/Lp increases. 
Since it ignores the developing flow region at the entry to each louver bank, Achaichia and 
Cowell's model probably ovetpredicts the flow angle measured across the entire fin array. 
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In a later study, Achaichia and Cowell [4] tested twenty three heat exchangers with 
variations in fin pitch, louver pitch, and louver angle noting a consistent drop off in 
performance (reported as Stanton number) at low Reynolds number. They characterized 
the behavior as a transition from "duct flow' to "flat plate flow" with an increase in 
Reynolds number, as shown in Figure 1.7. They developed an empirical formula for St, 
Fanning friction factor t: and mean flow angle based on the Rer.p and :fin/louver geometry. 
They concluded that flow behavior is primarily a function of Rer.p, Fp/Lp, and louver 
angle, becoming independent of Rer.p at large Rer.p. (Achaichia and Cowell's flow angle-
to-louver angle ratio (alO) will hereafter be referred to as llac). 
Webb and Trauger [5] performed louvered-fin flow visualization studies using 
scale models in an open water channel They characterized each model in terms of its flow 
efficiency, 11\\t, defined as the actual transverse distance the flow travels (N) divided by the 
ideal travel (D) if the flow followed the louvers perfectly, see Figure 1.8. The flow 
efficiency defined by Webb and Trauger differs slightly from that used by Achaichia and 
Cowell--see Section 1.2. Webb and Trauger's 10:1 scale models consisted of 10 fins with 
seven louvers per bank. The models were constructed with Fp/Lp ranging from 0.76 to 
2.04, and 0 from 20° and 30°; experiments were conducted for 400 < Rer.p < 4000. 
Empirical formulae for flow efficiency were developed, and they characterized the point 
where the flow efficiency became independent of Rer.p as the "critical Reynolds number" 
Recrit, (purely a function of louver angle). Webb and Trauger noted laminar flow for Rer.p 
< 500 for all test sections. For the model with Fp/Lp = 1.8, recirculation eddies and flow 
separation were noted at the first few louvers. At small fin pitches, they observed laminar 
boundary layers and wakes; the wakes appeared to fully dissipate before reaching the 
downstream louver. Webb and Trauger noted a flow efficiency dependence on Rer.p, 
including a fall off at low Rer.p similar to that observed by Achaichia and Cowell 
However, in contrast to earlier work they observed flow efficiency fall off at a much 
higher Recrit, as shown in Figure 1.9. Flow was termed efficient (asymptotic efficiency 
near 100%) where Fp/Lp < 0.76. 
Webb and Trauger's flow efficiency correlations were later revised by Sahnoun [6] 
to provide an improved fit to the data and remove discontinuities at Recrit. Sahnoun 
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Figure 1.9 - Webb and Trauger's flow efficiency measurements shown with Sahnoun's curve fit [6]. 
developed an analytical model to predict louvered-fin performance based in part on the 
flow efficiency prediction. Louver performance was modeled as flat plate flow and non-
louvered regions were modeled as rectangular ducts. Sahnoun's results reasonably 
correlate to the thirty two heat exchangers tested by Davenport. 
1.2 Flow Efficiency 
Based on previous studies, louvered-fin heat transfer performance appears closely 
related to boundary layer formation on each individual louver. It would, therefore, seem 
desirable to align the flow as quick1y and as much as possible with the louvers. The 
degree of flow alignment was characterized by Cowell and co-workers as the mean flow 
angle-to-Iouver angle ratio (a/a) [3]: 
flow angle a 
~ac = = louver angle 8 . [1.1] 
Webb and co-workers defined flow efficiency to be the actual transverse travel of 
the flow divided by the ideal transverse travel (see Figure 1.8) [5]. The ideal travel was 
defined in terms of the overall fin length in the flow direction Le, the length of the 
horizontal lead-in louver S, and the louver angle a: 
actual transverse travel 
~wt = ideal transverse travel 
N N 
= = 
D (~Lf -S)tan8 
The two flow efficiencies, T'lac and T'lw, are related as follows: 
tan a a 
tan8 - 8 = ~ac 
14 
[1.2] 
[1.3] 
The flow efficiency correlations developed by Cowell and Webb depend on three 
parameters: Rer.p, FplLp, and 9. At large Rer.p, the flow attains an asymptotic flow angle 
governed primarily by louver angle. Achaichia and Cowell's flow model is given by [3]: 
llac 
(0.936 - 243 -1.76 Fp + 0.9959) 
ReLp Lp 
9 
[1.4] 
Webb and Trauger's model as modified by Sahnoun [6] is: 
Equations [1.4] and [1.5] were used to predict flac and flw for the louvered-fin 
models tested in this study, as shown in Figure 1.10. As can be seen, both correlations 
predict flow efficiency growth with Rer.p (as the flow changes from duct to louver 
directed) until an asymptotic value is reached; the correlations disagree however on the 
nature of the growth and the critical Rer.p at which flow efficiency plateaus. flac falls off 
near Rer.p = 100, whereas 1'1w continues to increase up to Rer.p = 1000 and abruptly 
plateaus thereafter. The asymptotic values agree within 8%, although flw is consistently 
lower than flac. It should be noted that equation [1.5] cannot be extrapolated below Rer.p 
= 400, the lowest Rer.p for which Webb and Trauger measured flow efficiency. Their 
model would otherwise predict a second flow efficiency asymptote at low Rer.p• Of the 
two correlations, 1'1w is more dependent on FplLp. flw varies by 10-20% for the FplLp 
range shown (1.09-1. 75) compared to less than 5% for flac. flac is slightly more dependent 
on louver angle than 1'1"", but only below Recrit. The flow efficiency data from this study 
will be compared to the predicted flac and flw in the Results section of this paper. 
Flow and heat transfer in louvered-fin heat exchangers is complex, and a clear 
understanding of the important physics is difficult because the design space is large and 
complicated. A few critical parameters have been identified, such as Rer.p, FplLp, and 9, 
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.. ~. 
and the flow efficiency (l1tw or 11ac) appears important and useful While there is agreement 
as to the general behavior of flow efficiency with Rer.p--11 increases toward an asymptote 
with increasing Rer.p--there are disagreements on several important details. In particular, it 
is unclear what critical Reynolds number, Recrit, is required to attain louver-directed flow. 
Webb and Trauger's predict Recrit an order of magnitude higher than Achaichia and 
Cowell Furthermore, the asymptotic value of 11\\t is consistently less than what is 
expected from 11ac. Also note the two studies vary in test conditions and assumptions: 
Webb did not test in the Rer.p range where Cowell predicts flow efficiency drop off and 
Cowell assumed fully developed flow throughout the entire louvered-fin array. Lastly, 
several different types of louvered fins have been used in previous studies: Davenport's 
and Tura's work focus primarily on triangular fins and Achaichia and Cowell's on 
louvered plate fins; mainstream automotive heat exchangers are primarily rectangular 
louvered fins, often termed "air centers", (see Figure 1.11). The differences in fin type 
become less significant when only the louvered section of the fin is modeled. The purpose 
of the research reported now is to address these inconsistencies and to develop systematic 
guidelines for future testing of louvered heat exchangers. Through a dye-streak flow 
visualization study, the flow efficiency of several louvered-fin geometries will be compared 
in an effort to obtain clearer understanding of this key parameter. A better understanding 
of flow efficiency will be a significant aid in the design and modeling of this important heat 
exchanger geometry. 
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(a) 
~ flow 
Figure 1.11 - Louvered-fin types [3,4]: 
(b) 
(c) 
(a) tube-and-center (louvered) fin 
(b) triangular louvered-fin 
(c) tube and louvered-plate fin 
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CHAPTER 2 - FLOW VISUALIZATION EXPERIMENTS 
2.1 Test Equipment 
Louvered-fin models were placed in a clear test section that was 432 mm with a 
102 mm by 152 mm flow area. The closed-loop water tunnel, as shown in Figure 2.1, 
used a six-blade centrifugal pump driven by a 1.5 hp dual-pole motor to circulate water 
through the test section. The flow rate was controlled by regulating the motor frequency. 
The flow entering the test section first passed through a straightening matrix and 
contraction, and eventually returned to the pump. The fin models were 168 to 252 mm 
long and centered in the test section, providing a 90+ mm long entrance and exit to the 
test array. 
Dye was injected upstream of the model through 1.6 mm diameter copper tubing. 
Vortex shedding from the injector became a problem at high Reynolds numbers since the 
tubing and fin thickness were nearly the same size. Small disks, approximately 8 mm in 
diameter and spaced 8-10 mm apart, were added to the injector to interrupt the length 
projecting into the flow and minjmjre the magnitude of vortex shedding (see Figure 2.2). 
The disks delayed injector vortex shedding until higher Reynolds numbers, where vortices 
were also shed in the upstream portion of the louvered array. Injector shedding 
occasionally occurred at flow rates lower than expected; care was taken to obselVe flow 
effects of the injector. The build up of bubbles on the injector disks appeared to limit disk 
effectiveness. 
The dye was made from concentrated red food coloring, mixed at 30 drops per 
300 mL of water. Dye specific gravity was 1.001. Although nearly neutrally buoyant, the 
dye density may have had some effect on flow obselVations at very low Reynolds 
numbers--an assessment of this effect is provided in Appendix A For Retp up to ~150, 
the dye was observed to have a small downward velocity (as indicated by the streakline)--
this result buttresses the analysis of Appendix A However since the impact on overall 
flow behavior is small and since further dilution of the dye impaired visualization, no 
further adjustments in dye formulation were undertaken. 
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Figure 2.1 - Schematic of closed-loop water tunnel used for flow visualization [7]. 
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Figure 2.2 - Schematic of test set-up for flow efficiency measurements. 
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Extremely low water velocities «75 mmls) were required to maintain dynamic 
similarity with typical automotive front-end airflow «10 mls). This requirement posed 
several challenges. First, the water tunnel did not have a flow metering device, nor could 
one easily be added with the very limited length of straight pipe in the rig. Accuracy of 
film anemometers and pitot tube measurements were not acceptable in this range of flow. 
Thus, the water velocity was determined by measuring the time required for a dye streak 
to travel a prescnoed axial distance in the test section with the louver model in place. 
This method could not easily correct for small velocities normal to the main flow, such as 
due to dye buoyancy at the lowest flows. 
The low water velocities also forced pump operation to the low end of the 
efficiency curve, increasing the output variation due to frictional load. A 2: 1 reducer was 
placed in the pump discharge line in an effort to increase system flow resistance and force 
the pump to operate better. With this additional flow resistance the pump speed 
increased ~O%; unfortunately, the measured centerline velocity varied up to 40% at the 
lowest speeds, depending on the length of time the motor had been operating (frictional 
losses decreased as motor warmed up). To mitigate this problem, a standard warm-up 
procedure was adopted. Uncertainties in RCLp were highest at low flow rates but averaged 
8% overall. 
Water temperature varied from 55-80° F over the course of testing, due to 
differences in groundwater temperature, time of day, weather, and various heat inputs 
from the motor, room, sunlight, etc. While this variation had significant impact on 
operating RCLp due to changes in viscosity (up to 25%), temperature variation had little or 
no effect on pump output (pumps are generally volumetric devices). 
Model lighting was particularly challenging. The fin density and model structural 
members created lighting obstructions. The water tunnel lab contains both natural 
lighting ( skylights) and fluorescent lighting, neither of which shine directly onto the test 
section. Any direct lighting created a glare on the water's surface. Various attempts at 
indirect lighting through mirrors, sheets, or masking the light fixture failed to significantly 
improve the situation. Lighting the array from the ends was not possible due to the test 
equipment. As a result, model lighting levels were dependent on the weather and time of 
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day. The best scenario for maximizing available light and taking quality video was found 
by leaving the model in a vertical position and backlighting the camera. Certain sunlight 
levels and times of the day were avoided for photography pwposes. Still photographs 
were taken using a large mirror and 200 mm telephoto lens. The camera was placed 
several meters away from the test section to minimize the parallax view of the louver 
model; strict aperture control (which was not available on the video camera) was used to 
maximize available light. The position of the model forced video photography to be 
recorded from overhead, sometimes at the limits of the tripod equipment. Video was 
recorded with an 8 mm VHS camcorder; still photos were recorded with a 35 mm camera. 
Despite present limitations, the test equipment and measurement capabilities were 
deemed acceptable for the pwpose of this analysis. The quality of visualization represents 
an improvement over past experiments, and the uncertainties in measurement are 
acceptable. 
2.2 Test Procedure 
The louvered-fin model was placed in the test section, and a 3.2 mm plexiglass 
plate was placed on top to simulate the heat exchanger tube. Static water height was 
maintained at approximately 80 mm, giving a very thin layer of water above the plate for 
vistoility pwposes. There did not seem to be any difference in flow behavior whether the 
plate overlapped the louver array, ducting the water into the model, or was placed flush 
with the array giving a free surface on one side entering the model Flow into a typical 
heat exchanger is slightly converging due to the water tubes on either side of the fin. 
The pump was started at 2 Hz to warm up the motor, position the injectors at the 
desired location, and assure uniformity in water temperature. Then starting at the lowest 
pump motor speed, flow velocity and flow efficiency were measured for each pump speed. 
Freestream flow velocity was determined by measuring the time required for a dye streak 
to travel from the test section entrance to the model Dye was injected in the center of the 
test section, roughly 35 mm vertical and 75 mm transverse. 
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To measure flow efficiency, metric rules were placed on the top plate at the lead-in 
horizontal louver and turnaround louver. To enhance dye visibility and minimize 
measurement error, the dye injection points were selected so that the dye stream did not 
stagnate on the lead-in louver. Injectors were positioned 30 mm upstream from the array, 
centered vertically. The transverse position of the dye at the lead-in and turnaround 
louvers was measured, the difference being the total transverse travel Measurement 
sweeps were repeated several times since only three gravity feed injectors were available 
and some models had up to 12 fins. Water temperature was recorded for each run to 
determine the Reynolds number. 
The flow ideal travel as defined by Webb and Trauger is satisfactory when the 
louver geometry is similar to theirs, however in cases where the lead-in louver geometry is 
different or louver angle varies within a model, the ideal flow must be redefined. 
Similarly, the point at which the flow is measured within the array can produce subtle 
differences in the measured actual travel For this study, flow travel was measured at the 
lead-in, IL, and turnaround louvers, TL. Flow in the fin bank downstream of the 
turnaround was not considered in determining flow efficiency. 
The presence of the reinforcing members on the top surface of the array prevented 
obseIVation of the flow at the first few millimeters of the lead-in louver and likewise the 
center of the turnaround louver. In addition, the stagnation point at the leading edge of 
the lead-in louver causes the flow to bend around the louver; thus flow enters the array at 
a slight angle to the lead-in louver but quickly becomes parallel once in the array. To 
avoid measurement errors due to this behavior, the inlet streamline position was always 
measured approximate1y 6 mm downstream from the leading edge of the lead-in louver 
and 3 mm upstream of the center of the turnaround louver. 
Flow efficiency measurements can be misleading since they measure flow points 
and not paths. In theory two models could have the exact same flow efficiency and yet 
very different streamline paths. Thus linking flow efficiency measurements to schematics 
or photos of the flow path is critical to understand the true degree oflouver alignment. 
When a streamline impinges on a louver, the resuhant flow trajectory can vary significantly 
depending on the angle of attack and velocity. Some misleading discontinuities in flow 
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efficiency with Rer..p can occur where a streamline moves from passing just under to just 
over the turnaround louver. In general where a streamline directly impinges the inlet or 
turnaround louver, the centerline of the louver was taken as the transverse travel. For wide 
streamline swaths due to dye dispersion, the centerline of the swath was taken as the 
transverse travel. Occasionally a streamline would impinge the turnaround and be re-
directed at a smaller trajectory angle. Whenever the above behavior was encountered, the 
test was generally repeated or the injection point revised to confirm if the behavior was 
truly representative of the bulk flow. 
In order to characterize the efficiency of the bulk flow and minimize unsteadiness 
effects, the measurement of the center fins were averaged (center five in models with 
twelve fins; center two in models with seven fins). In general, flow efficiency followed 
the predicted dependencies on finIlouver geometry and Rer..p, but efficiency measurements 
were not in complete agreement with either 11ac (in terms of degree of alignment) or 11m (in 
Rer..p range of efficiency drop-off). 
Large changes in louver alignment occurred within the first few Rer..p points tested; 
very small changes in efficiency occurred thereafter. Flow efficiency was difficult to 
quantify once vortex shedding began in the turnaround area. No attempt was made to 
measure changes less than 1 mm (the precision of the rule) although 1 mm represented 
several per cent difference in efficiency in some cases; some choppiness in the data should 
therefore be expected. Differences in efficiency less than 5% should not be treated as 
significant. Also note differences in efficiency between models do not translate directly 
into differences in absolute transverse travel. Uncertainties in 11 were highest at low Rer..p 
where the transverse flow travel was smallest; typical uncertainties ranged from 7-13%. 
2.3 Louvered-fm Models 
The louvered-fin models were constructed using a state-of-the-art process called 
stereolithography. Using a three dimensional computer drawing of the part, a laser passes 
over a vat of liquid resin, electrolyzing only the points in space where the solid part is to 
exist. The vat table moves vertically as the part is formed layer by layer. The process can 
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generate a model in less than a day with no tooling involved, and design changes require 
only the time to modifY the computer model and construct the part. 
The resin material is structurally delicate and sensitive to heat, humidity, and ultra 
violet light. Reinforcing members were required on the top swface of the model to ensure 
proper louver spacing; these reinforcing members partially obscured viewing of the 
streamline. Despite careful storage, some warpage of the test specimens occurred; only 
the largest fin pitch (Fp = 21 mm) appeared to warp to a degree that could seriously affect 
flow visualization results. Storage of models with fins in a vertical position is critical as 
the unsupported end of the specimen (end with no base) will creep under its own weight. 
The layer by layer forming process results in a swface texture that retained bubbles 
but otherwise did not affect flow behavior. Models were painted with white enamel 
lacquer to increase the contrast with the red dye (natural resin color is a translucent 
yellow) and minimize the effects of water immersion. The white background posed some 
challenges for the auto-focus camera lens. 
The key model parameters are shown in Table 2.1 below: 
Table 2.1 - Louvered-Fin Flow Visualization Models (10.5:1) 
Model # 1 2 3 4 5 
Fin Length (mm) Lf 168 168 168 252 252 
Fin Pitch-to- Fp/Lp 1.09 1.31 1.09 1.09 1.75 
Louver Pitch 
Louver Angle e 30 25 22 28 28 
6 
252 
1.09 
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Fin Pitch-to- Fp/Lg 2.66 4.15 3.83 2.87 4.60 2.87 
Louver Gap 
Model fin thickness was 1. 07 mm. Fin pitch for model 5 was 21 mm; all other models 
were 13 mm. 
Fr/L, 
/ 7.~-o \.0'9 
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CHAPTER 3 - RESULTS 
3.1 Wall Effects 
Clearly the size of the test section, the scale of the fin mode~ and the model fin 
pitch limit the number of fins that can be included in a given array. How many fins are 
necessary to properly model the buJk flow behavior expected in a louvered-fin heat 
exchanger? 
Davenport [1] measured the static pressure in the center three ducts (or four fins) 
of several working louvered-fin models. He concluded that flow within the model was 
representative of full scale heat exchangers when the pressure distnl>ution was the same 
for the center ducts. The pressure distnl>ution was uniform within a 21 duct (22 fin) 
model but not a five duct (six fin) model Davenport therefore used 21 ducts for his scale 
models. Davenport's results put in question studies with six or fewer fins; the proximity 
of the walls may have impeded flow behavior. Thus Tura's velocity measurements and 
flow visualization work on rectangular, five fin models may be biased by wall effects 
although his triangular fin model results would seem acceptable (22 fins). Webb's ten-fin 
flow efficiency models lie somewhere in between these models. 
Intuitively the transverse size of the test array should be much larger than D, the 
ideal flow, or model flow behavior will not be representative of true heat exchanger flow. 
The test section wall is a solid boundary across which no mass can pass, therefore louver-
directed flow cannot exist near the walls and significant recirculation must occur within 
the louvers in this area in order to satisfy the conservation of mass (see Figure 3.1). A 
minimum model size criteria is suggested as follows: 
Model span ~s - Actual travel 
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Figure 3.1 - Typical streamlines for louvered-fin model showing wall effects. 
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where n is the number fins in the array. Obviously the larger l;s the better. Since N is a 
function of Rer..p, Fp/Lp, and e, the model span requirements should be smaller for flow 
below Recrit, as well as models with large Fp/Lp or small e. For models. 1-5, l;s ranged 
from 5 to 25 below Recrit, and from 3.5 to 9 above Recnt. Where the actual flow travel N 
is unknown, a conservative estimate could be made using the ideal travel D (l;s--+- l;sd). 
Note that the ideal flow as defined is independent of Fp. The estimated model span-to-
ideal travel ratio, l;sd, in past studies varies from approximately 5-12 for Davenport [1], 5-
9 for Turals triangular fins [2], and 4-7 for Webb [5]. Tura constructed only the upstream 
half of the rectangular louvered-fin model; l;sd for this model is estimated as 2.7 [2]. The 
l;sd ratio for models in this study ranged from 2.6-5.3. 
Even with the proper model span, flow efficiency measurements should be taken 
toward the center of the array and away from the test section walls. The wall effect zone 
will be largest for the "upper wall", or wall in the direction oflouver flow. Near this wall 
the resistance to louver-directed flow is high, forcing the bulk flow to turn down the duct 
path 'l>rematurely" (compared to a model with an infinite number of fins). The closer to 
the wall, the greater the resistance and the greater the drop-off in flow alignment with the 
louvers. In the case of the "lower wall", there is no louver aligned flow coming into the 
first fin from ''lower'' fins. Thus the momentum of the flow following the louvers in the 
first few fin rows is weak compared to the bulk flow, and flow efficiency is reduced The 
number of fins affected by the "upper" wan can be nearly twice that of the "lower" wall 
depending on R~ and the model geometry. Thus in addition to a minimum model span 
requirement (l;s> 3), streamline measurements should only be taken within a certain range 
of fins sufficiently separated from either wall. The following dye injection point guideline 
is suggested: 
Lower Wall Injection Dis tan ce I > 1 XI= - [3.2a] Actual Travel N 
Upper Wall Injection Dis tan ce I Xu= - - > 2 [3.2b] Actual Travel N 
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where the injection point I is measured from the applicable test section wall. Thus the 
target injection area will be biased away from the "upper" wall, slightly off the model 
centerline. For Models 1-5, XI ranged from 1.0 to 1.8 and Xu ranged from 2.0 to 3.8. 
Where N is uncertain a more conseIVative guideline can be made using D (XI~Xld), as was 
donewith~ . 
Two methods were utilized in this study to assess wall effects on the 
stereolithography models: First a duplicate to the twelve fin, 13 mm fin pitch model 
(model 4) was buih but with walls running between the 3rd-4th and 9th-10th louvers, 
effectively creating a six-fin model in the center. The flow efficiency was measured for 
each model, as shown in Figure 3.2. Clearly the presence of the walls in model 6 deters 
flow efficiency growth; the twelve-fin model has nearly twice the flow efficiency of the 
six-fin model The minimum model span ratio, ~, was 2.6 for Model 6 versus 3.5 for 
Model 4. 
Next flow efficiency was measured for dye injected between fins 1-10 on the 
twelve-fin model, see Figure 3.3. Flow behavior is very consistent for the 3rd-8th louvers 
but markedly different for the other louvers. Flow efficiency growth is increasingly 
restrained at points closer to either wall (ie., the first three and last five fins). The 
available transverse travel distance is less than the ideal travel for louvers 8-12. The 
minimum injection point ratios for the 3rd and 8th louvers in this test were XI = 0.8 and Xu 
= 1.6 respectively, slightly below the suggested guidelines. Based on these results, it was 
concluded that the twelve-fin models reasonably reflect bulk flow behavior when the dye 
injection point is maintained within fins 3 through 8. Random injection points within this 
region were averaged to determine flow efficiency and minimize unsteadiness effects. 
Equations [3.1] and [3.2] provide reasonable guidelines for proper modeling oflouvered-
fin surfaces. 
A similar evaluation process was followed for model 5, the seven-fin, 21 mm fin 
pitch model, concluding that flow between fins 3 and 5 seemed consistent however results 
were not as conclusive as the twelve-fin model Model 5 had ~ range of 4 to 7 and 
minimum injection point ratios, XI and Xu, of 1.8 and 2.4 respectively. The larger fin pitch 
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Figure 3.3 - Flow efficiency based on injection point between fins 1-10. 
(Model 4, Fp/Lp = 1.09 and e = 28°). 
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for Model 5 means duct flow is more dominant (than louver flow) compared to the 13 mm 
fin pitch model, and wall effects may be of lesser consequence. Nonetheless, the 
uniformity of the seven-fin model result was suspect due to warpage and it is unclear 
whether the larger data scatter is a result of this damage or possibly from wall effects. 
3.2 General Flow Behavior 
The flow bends around the stagnation point at the leading edge of the horizontal 
lead-in louver and accelerates as it enters the array due to the area contraction. Once 
within the array, the flow again becomes parallel with the lead-in and gradually turns in the 
louver direction. Clearly the model geometry governs the extent to which the streamline 
turns and how far downstream the flow travels before passing through the louvers. 
Models with large fin pitch, small louvers, and or small louver angle typically travel much 
further down the duct . As the flow rate increases, the streamlines tend to pass between 
louvers at positions closer to the inlet. 
The between-louver flow decelerates compared to the freestream and tends to 
align with the louvers due to the viscous effects of the boundary layers. Some 
recirculation/eddies can be seen between louvers at the lowest flow rates for certain 
models. The flow angle-of.attack into the louver gap can strongly influence its exit 
trajectory, particularly at the turn-around louver. When passing out of the louver gap, the 
flow again accelerates under the inertial influence of the freestream and the flow angle 
decreases, attempting to align with the duct versus the louver. 
Upon passing through the initial louver bank, the flow is generally developed, 
following the same trajectory through the remaining banks until reaching the re-direction 
louver. The flow turns at this point and follows the downstream louvers. The flow path 
is generally symmetric about the re-direction louver but in certain model geometries, such 
as model 5, the turning of the flow seems to be carried downstream one or more louVers. 
Some flow recirculation or stagnation can occur on the concave side of the turnaround. 
The flow typically exits the array at the same point at which it entered; slight deviations 
were noted when too close to a wall or shedding vortices. 
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As the R~p increases, the flow becomes unsteady and vortex shediling is evident 
on the downstream louvers. Initially the vortices appear long and stretched, at higher 
R~p they become more loop-like and chaotic, similar to a von Karman vortex street [7]. 
The shediling occurs further upstream as R~p increases until the entire array is shediling, 
and the flow appears chaotic or turbulent. The ability to visualize the flow beyond this 
point is questionable because the dye disperses at the array entrance and the injectors also 
start shediling. In general, vortex shediling was observed within the model for R~p > 400 
with shediling occurring upstream for some models by R~p > 500. Although vortex 
shediling was not studied in detail, the point at which vortices appeared within the array 
was noted for each model--see Appendix C. 
Flow behavior for each model is recorded on video for a R~ range of 50-600. 
Video best captures the dynamic changes in flow with R~p. Wall effects, vortex 
shediling, etc. are also documented. A summary of the video content is found in Appendix 
D. 
3.3 Flow Efficiency Measurements 
The flow efficiency data are shown in Figure 3.4 (the curves shown are for the 
general flow efficiency correlation discussed in section 3.4). As can be seen, flow 
efficiency rapidly increases with fluid velocity up to R~p = 100, and quickly levels off 
thereafter, very similar to llac. Modell, with the largest louver angle (30°), had the 
highest overall flow efficiency, roughly 80% at large R~p. Model 5, with the largest 
Fp/Lp ratio (Fp/Lp = 1. 75), had the lowest efficiency, roughly 52%. Models 1 and 4 
which differed in fin length (168 vs. 252 nun) but very little otherwise (same Fp/Lp, 30° 
vs. 28° louver angle) had very similar flow efficiency. Models 2, 3, and 5, which were 
quite different in terms of louver angle and Fp/Lp, also had relatively similar flow 
efficiencies. 
Models 2 and 5 had the greatest data scatter. In general, most data points fell 
within ±5% of the best curve fit; in the extreme, model 2 had several points which 
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Figure 3.4 - Louvered-fin flow efficiency measurements, Models 1-5. 
(Shown with general correlation curves from equation [3.3]). 
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deviated by up to 12%. Each model showed some flow efficiency dependence on R~p 
although flow efficiency points above Recrit == 100 are nearly independent ofR~p. 
The transition from duct to louver directed flow seems to occur at .lower R~p for 
the models 1 and 4, the models with small Fp/Lp and large B. These models also have the 
smallest fin pitch-to-Iouver gap ratios (Fp/Lg), 2.66 and 2.87 respectively. It would 
appear the other models, which have much larger Fp/Lg ratios, 3.83-4.60, require higher 
flow velocities before the louver boundary layer is sufficiently thin to allow louver 
alignment to become established. 
The influence of model Fp/Lp and louver angle on flow efficiency are shown in 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Clearly both parameters contnoute to the degree oflouver alignment, 
however the relative influence ofFplLp and B appears highly dependent on the parameter 
range involved. The flow efficiency correlation that follows helps demonstrate this 
subjectivity. 
3.4 Data Correlation 
Achaichia and Cowell's numerical correlation was chosen as the basis for a general 
model for the flow efficiency data. With no modifications to the coefficients, flac produced 
an absolute percent deviation (APD) of 57%. The large discrepancy may relate to the fact 
that the correlation neglects the developing flow found in the first few louvers--flac 
therefore likely overpredicts flow efficiency based on fully developed flow throughout the 
array. A minimization routine was used to improve fI to an APD of 7% as follows: 
300 Fp (-5 - - -10- + 1.346) 
ReLp Lp 
6 
[3.3] 11 = 
General model fit is good. Results are shown for each model tested in Figures 3.7-
3.11, and a composite for all models is found in Figure 3.12. The best fit for each mode~ 
also based on flac, are found in Appendix E; Models 1 and 3 showed the greatest 
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Figure 3.5 - FplLp effects on flow efficiency (Model 4 vs. 5). 
(Shown with general correlation curves from equation [3.3]). 
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Figure 3.7 - Flow efficiency of Model 1; Fp/Lp = 1.09 and e = 30°. 
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Figure 3.10 - Flow efficiency of Model 4; Fp/Lp = 1.09 and e = 28°. 
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Figure 3.11 - Flow efficienCy of Model 5; FplLp = 1.75 and a = 28°. 
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Figure 3.12 - General correlation of flow efficiency measurements, 
Models 1-5 (equation [3.3]). 
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700 
.' 
improvement in fit over the general correlation. The general model tends to slightly 
overpredict flow efficiency for model 1 and underpredict flow efficiency for model 5 
versus their respective best fit correlations. 
Using equation [7] to predict flow behavior over the model Fp/Lp and e range 
tested, as shown in Figure 3.13, several conclusions can be made. First, where flow 
efficiency is poor, small changes in Fp/Lp or e provide greater gains than the same 
changes at higher flow efficiencies (ie., declining returns for changes in fin-louver 
geometry). Second, for the smallest louver angle and largest Fp/Lp, asymptotic flow 
efficiency is only 30o/o--ie., the majority of flow continues to bypass the louvers despite 
boundary layer thinning at higher flow velocities--duct flow dominates throughout. On 
the other hand the best flow efficiency obtained is 80%, indicating a high degree of louver 
alignment. The results again affirm the best louvered-fin design is based on the largest 
allowable louver angle, with additional tuning for the application via adjustments in Fp/Lp. 
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CHAPTER 4 - CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
The flow visualization study provides insights into the nature of IOJivered-fin flow 
behavior and the parameters that govern flow efficiency. 
accomplishments of this study include: 
Key concepts and 
1) Flow visualization test apparatus and procedure were successfully developed for use 
with stereoIithography louvered-fin models. 
2) Guidelines for scale model size and number offins were developed to properly model 
the bulk flow behavior within louvered-fin heat exchangers (minimize test section wall 
effects). Model span-to-actual flow travel, ~, should be as large 'as possible, and at 
minimum greater than two. Streamline measurements should be taken towards the 
centerline of the test section sufficiently far from either wall The dye injection point-to-
actual flow travel ratios, XI and Xu, should be greater than one and two respectively. Wall 
effects are of lesser consequence where primarily duct flow is expected (i.e., Rer.p « 
Recrit, large Fp/Lp, and small 9). Multiple streamline measurements are recommeded to 
fully characterize a model's bulk flow efficiency. 
3) Louvered-fin flow behavior is generally laminar in the Rer.p range tested (50-600) with 
vortex shedding occurring within the louver array for Rer.p > 400, depending on the 
model. 
4) Flow efficiency dependency on fin-louver geometry and Rer.p was confirmed, including 
flow efficiency drop-off at low Rer.p (transition from louver-directed to duct-directed 
flow), and Rer.p independence at large Rer.p. Louver angle appears to play a larger role 
than Fp/Lp in influencing flow efficiency. All behavior is well documented on videotape 
and still photos. 
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5) General agreement in louvered-fin flow behavior trends was found with previous work 
by Achaichia and Cowell 
6) A general flow efficiency correlation (equation 7) was developed for the louvered-fin 
models tested. 
In order to maximize louvered-fin flow efficiency, (believed to be closely related to 
heat exchanger performance) the following guidelines should be followed: 
1) Maximize louver angle 
2) Mmimize Fp/Lp ratio 
3) Minimize number of flow reversals and the size of the re-direction louver 
4) Maximize the louver length to fin height ratio 
5) Maximize the number oflouvers while complying with 2) 
It is critical to have a clear understanding of the operating conditions involved for 
a given louvered-fin heat exchanger application in order to avoid the drop off in flow 
efficiency. In this study, drop off occurred for R~ == 100. Most automotive applications 
employ auxiliary fans to maintain a minimum level of air flow through the louvered-fin 
heat exchangers, but the margin of safety may be smal1 
There is a strong need to carefully tie flow efficiency measurements to heat 
transfer data. The heat transfer coefficient is highest at the leading edge of each louver. 
As the number of louvers proliferate without regard to fin pitch however, the gains in 
overall heat transfer coefficient may be negated by reductions in flow efficiency--the 
smaller Lp making the louver gap more restrictive relative to the duct. Thus a careful 
balance between the number of louvers and Fp/Lp is required to maximize louvered-fin 
performance. 
Little is understood regarding the influence of vortex shedding within louvered 
fins. Vortices may provide benefits of boundary layer thinning and associated 
improvements in overall heat transfer coefficient without the added frictional penalties of 
fully turbulent flow. Certain fin-louver relationships may favor or accelerate the onset of 
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vortex shedding. Future design strategies may push designs toward favoring vortex 
shedding to increase the margin of safety between operating point and flow efficiency 
drop-off. 
The optimal louvered-fin design must consider manufacturing tool costs and 
production costs. Compromises may be necessary between the most flow efficient design 
and the most cost efficient design for a heat exchanger family. 
Additional visualization studies are needed in the low flow range (Rer.p < 50) to 
confirm the louver boundary layer plugging theory. 
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APPENDIX A - DYE BUOYANCY EFFECTS 
At extremely low Reynolds numbers, fluid motion can be strongly influenced by 
gravitational forces. Gravitational or buoyant forces are the driving force of natural 
convection, and must be considered wherever fluid density varies due to temperature or 
concentration differences. The magnitude of buoyant to viscous forces is characterized by 
the Grashof number: 
[AI] 
A comparison between the GrL and the square of the Reynolds number, a ratio of 
inertial to viscous forces, gives a measure of whether buoyancy effects may be significant 
(in the case of heat transfer whether natural versus forced convection dominates): 
Gr » Re2 
Gr _ Re2 
Gr « Re2 
[A 2] 
Buoyant forces dominate 
Buoyant and inertial forces are of the same order 
Inertial forces dominate 
Although the louvered-fin flow visualization was conducted isothermally, there 
were slight density differences between the dye and water (+0.1%) which may have 
influenced flow behavior at low Rer.p. The calculated R~2 and GrL for the louvered-fin 
models is shown in Table A 1. Clearly the effect of dye buoyancy should be considered 
for Rer.p < 130 for the model and Reduct < 2800 for the test section. 
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Table A.I - Dye Buoyancy Effects (Model & Test Section) 
Model Test Section 
Freestream Ret,p GrLp GrLpl Reduct Grduct Grductl 
Velocity Ret,p2 Reduct 2 
(mmls) 
1 13 16,135 95 94 8,244,276 941 
3 39 16,135 11 281 8,244,276 105 
5 65 16,135 4 468 8,244,276 38 
10 130 16,135 1 936 8,244,276 9 
15 195 16,135 0.42 1404 8,244,276 4 
20 260 16,135 0.24 1872 8,244,276 2 
25 325 16,135 0.15 2340 8,244,276 1.5 
30 390 16,135 0.11- 2808 8,244,276 1 I 
40 520 16,135 0.06 3744 8,244,276 0.59 
50 650 16,135 0.04 4680 8,244,276 0.38 
60 780 16,135 0.03 5616 8,244,276 0.26 
70 911 16,135 0.02 6552 8,244,276 0.19 
Note: Based on 0.1% density difference at 21° C water temperature 
General obsetvation confirms some gravity fall of the dye upon injection into the 
freestream at the flow rates cited. The dye also exits the louver array at a slightly lower 
vertical position than it entered under these flow conditions. The fall of the streakline had 
no apparent effect on the transverse travel(ie., flow efficiency measurements). Strictly 
laminar flow is expected throughout the range where buoyant effects could be significant. 
Tura speculated that the drop-offin louvered-fin flow efficiency corresponded to a change 
in the primary heat transfer mechanism from forced to free convection [2]. This 
convection transition clearly must take place at some sufficiently low Ret.p and may be 
related to the boundary layer ']>lugging" of the louver gap speculated by several others. If 
related, buoyancy effects are highly directional--subject to louver orientation relative to 
the gravitational field. The current flow visualization study was strictly isothermal and 
therefore could not confirm or refute Tura's hypothesis, but it seems evident that the 
abrupt free fall in flow efficiency occurs in the same Ret,p range that a heated fin could 
convect by both natural and free stream effects. 
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Flow steadiness was highly subject to outside forces at the lowest flow rate. 
Minor pump surging created occasional disturbances in the flow. Bumping the test rig or 
the floor also created oscillations or waves. These effects were very transient but in some 
cases required a settling out period to ensure uniform flow into the mode~ further 
evidence of the weakened inertial forces in the flow. 
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APPENDIX B - UNCERTAlNTY ANALYSIS 
The flow visualiiation study centered around two parameter calculations: Rer.p 
and 1'\. The Rer.p was computed as follows: 
[B. I] 
va 
where a stands for the area contraction ratio. The kinematic viscosity was determined by 
a linear CUlVe fit based on water temperature (oC). A linear fit is acceptable for the limited 
temperature range expected in the lab. The freestream water velocity V fr was determined 
by the time t, for a dye streak to travel a specified distance Lv. The resultant Rer.p is: 
LvLp 
Rer.p = -----!...---
t( -0.0282T + 160)a [B.2] 
where L and Lp are in millimeters. 
The uncertainty in Rer.p is given by: 
[B.3] 
Uncertainty estimates for louver pitch Lp and length Lv were 0.2 and 2 mm respectively. 
The uncertainty in time measurement was taken from the standard deviation of multiple 
time measurements, ranging from 0.16 to 2.3 seconds at the lowest pump speed. Errors 
in the temperature and area contraction ratio were taken to be 0.3° C and 2% respectively. 
The error propagation gave a mean uncertainty in Ret.p of 8% for all flow rates; time 
uncertainty being the largest contributor. 
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The flow efficiency II was determined by dye streak positions at the inlet and 
turnaround louvers, and by the louvered-fin model geometry. 
N 
II = 
D 
TL-IL [B.4] = 
where N is the actual and D is the ideal transverse travel, and TL and IL stand for the 
transverse measurements at the turnaround and inlet louver respectively. 
The uncertainty in II is given by: 
The error in transverse measurements, TL and IL, was taken to be I mm. Uncertainties in 
the fin length Lr and lead-in louver length S were 2 and I mm respectively. The error in 
louver angle e was assumed to be 10. Maximum uncertainty in flow efficiency occurred 
where the flow transverse travel was the smallest (ie., the smallest Rer.p). The maximum 
U'l was 24% for model 2 which had only 6 mm of actual transverse travel at R~ = 42. 
More typical uncertainties ranged from 7-13%; uncertainties in the transverse 
measurement were the largest contnoutors. Treating the ideal travel D as a single entity 
with uncertainty of2 mm resulted in similar U'l values. 
Probably an equal contnoutor to flow efficiency uncertainty was the general 
condition of the stereolithography models, the most extreme being model 5 with the 
largest Fp which made it prone to warpage. While most models were very uniform and 
stable, one or two models had an occasional louver with a slight bow in it--Modell had 
one such louver had been repaired but with little improvement. Heat, humidity, and even 
the weight of the top plate could also cause a slight lean in the overall array. 
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APPENDIX C - VORTEX SHEDDING 
During the course of flow efficiency measurements, vortex shedding would often 
be initiated within the louvered-fin model For each occurrence of vortex shedding, the 
approximate location within the array--upstream louver bank, downstream louver bank, or 
turnaround louver area--and the RCLp was noted. In some cases not every streamline shed 
vortices at the same RCLp. In addition, since data points were more spread out at higher 
RCLp (where 11 becomes asymptotic) some tests may have passed over a RCLp range where 
vortex shedding would have otherwise occurred. Occasionally vortex shedding off the 
dye injectors would prevent obseIVation at higher RCLp. 
Model 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Table C.I - Onset of Vortex Shedding 
Smallest ReLp at the onset of Vortex Shedding 
U stream Bank Turnaround Downstream Bank 
653 506 444 
352 
502 
248 
56 
617 
352 
401 
248 
401 
463 
328 
452 
248 
"~. 
APPENDIX D - VIDEO SUMMARY 
TIME CONTENT 
0:00 Introduction 
0:30 Scale Models 
1:10 Test Apparatus 
2:00 Model #1 
5:20 Model #2 
9:20 Model #3 
13:50 Model #4 
17:30 Model #5 
21:20 Model #6 
25:40 End View 
32:00 Flow Efficiency 
37:25 Louver Close-up 
44:00 "Upper" Wall Effects 
48:45 "Lower" Wall Effects 
53:55 Vortex Shedding 
58:40 END 
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APPENDIX E - FLOW EFFICIENCY BEST CURVE FITS 
The following correlation equation (based on T\ac [3]) was used to_ determine the 
best flow efficiency curve fit for each of Models 1-5: 
m2 Fp (-m1---m3-+m48) 
ReLp Lp 
8 
[E. 1] 11 = 
where ml through m4 represent constant coefficients. The resultant curve fit parameters 
are shown in Table E.1. 
Table E.1 - Flow Efficiency Best Curve Fits 
Model General 1 2 3 4 5 
ml -5 -1.98 -2.30 -2.40 -1.57 -2.00 
m2 300 157 303 199 334 317 
m3 10 7.6 7.9 8.0 7.2 7.5 
m4 1.34 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.13 1.12 
X2 0.01 0.19 0.06 0.04 0.16 
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Figure E.I - Flow efficiency CUlVe fits oflouvered-fin Models 1-5 using 
model specific coefficients based on T'\ae-
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Figure E.2 - Best flow efficiency cmve fit of Model 1; Fp/Lp = 1.09 and 9 = 30°. 
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Figure E.3 - Best flow efficiency curve fit of Model 2; Fp/Lp = 1.31 and e = 25°. 
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Figure E.4 - Best flow efficiency cwve fit of Model 3; FplLp = 1.09 and e = 22°. 
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Figure E.S - Best flow efficiency CUIVe fit of Model 4; Fp/Lp = 1.09 and e = 28°. 
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Figure E.6 - Best flow efficiency cwve fit of Model 5; Fp/Lp = 1. 75 and e = 28°. 
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